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DIRECTIONS IN CASE OF THE ACCIDENT
✓ The accident should be reported to Yacht Insurance d.o.o. on mobile number +385 99 31 31 003 and
in written form in max. 5 days on e-mail info@claimsandservices.hr.
✓ In case Your vessel needs to be rescued by other boats please agree the amount of reimbursement
in advance, before the rescuing starts. The agreement must be in written form and must include the
clause: NO CURE – NO PAY (without the successful rescuing there will be no payment followed).
✓ Try to prevent any further damages.
✓ When the damage occurs it is necessary to collect the following:
- the notification of the naval accident at the port authority with the accident description,
cause of the accident and the damage description;
- the rough draft of the accident;
- names and addresses of the accident;
- names and the addresses of the accident witnesses;
- the address and the police document number;
- the original invoices and payment receipts etc.;
- The estimated value of damage.
✓ When it is the case of collision:
- the collision participant should be persuaded to make a common notification of the marine
accident and a written description of the accident
- The collision participant should admit his guilt in written form.
✓ When it is case of damage made during transport:
- Collect the shipping documents, delivery orders etc.
- the written authority given by the owner (from the transport contract) to the insurer;
- The carrier’s statement on the manner and conditions of transport before the damage
occurred; when the carrier is the railway the official railway authority statement should be
collected; when the transport is done by truck the driver’s statement and carrier’s opinion
should be collected too.
✓ When the damage was caused by fire, explosion, breaking in or theft the nearest police station
should be informed and written report on the damage should be required.
✓ The selling of the damaged and insured objects before the damage regulation, without a permission
given by the insurer, is forbidden.
✓ It is necessary to comply with the regulations of the maritime law of the country in which the
damage has occurred.

✓

For additional forms and explanations please ask on:
info@claimsandservices.hr or mobile number +385 99 31 31 003.

